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Making their brood learn in an international school has become every parent's dream. There are a
lot of reasons to rationalize this thought. The key reason is that the international schools follow the
IB education system. Here are a few points that will help you appreciate why international schools
are being preferred over the other public and private schools.

The competition among learner in this age is overwhelming. Be it academics or sports, the learner
seem to be very sportive and creative.

The level of learning and the grasping power is very high in the newer generation. The learner is
sometimes able to think beyond what the teachers can. It is becoming an impossible task for the
teachers to guide the younger age bracket in the right path whereas in an international school, the
intake of learner is very minimal and limited. This helps the teachers spend more time on individuals
who are below average.

Learner in public and private schools are only taught what is in the syllabus. Most of the times, they
are not given enough freedom to explore their dreams. This makes the learner think that they are
only responsible to get a degree. It has to be understood that education is not just about being
graduated from an institution. There is lot more to it. An international school is where the learner
gets to be themselves. The teachers make sure they don't pressurize the learner but at the same
time they give a reasonable amount of assignments which becomes a self-learning activity. They
are encouraged to innovate and invent new ideas.

The author works as a consultant counselor in an International School Bangalore which offers CISB.
A Canadian International School Bangalore is the way to go if you want your child to explore a
whole new world of education not restricting just to academics.

The competition among learner in this age is overwhelming. Be it academics or sports, the learner
seem to be very sportive and creative. The level of learning and the grasping power is very high in
the newer generation. The learner is sometimes able to think beyond what the teachers can.
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